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Showered with stars

By: Stephanie hooyBerghS

Horse in the Picture 

Chaqui Z
‘With his beautiful exterior and strong 

gallop Chaqui Z stood out from the 

others right from the start.’
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What are the ingredients of the ideal show 
jumper? Good conformation, an easy ride, 

loads of capacity and careful, all of this 
combined with the right mentality and the 

necessary agility. In short: the recipe for 
Chaqui Z, good for five generous stars 

in the Michelin Guide! He dazzled 
everybody at the EC in Gothenburg. Not 

only because of the magnificent Gold 
team medal which Ireland managed 

to win after a 16-year lapse, but 
especially because of the three 
strong, consecutive fault-free 

rounds he put on show. If 
horses can also be described in 
terms of being highly-talented 
then Chaqui Z unquestionably 

has an IQ over 145.

The life story of this Zangersheide-approved stud 
stallion began in De Lutte in Overijssel in 2006. Being 
the owners of a shared dairy farm the brothers Jos and 
Louis Morsink also share their love of horses. At the 
heart of their breeding is foundation dam Wokina, a 
Nimmerdor mare owned by Jacqueline Evenhuis, spouse 
to Louis Morsink. With great commitment both families 
dedicate heart and soul to the breeding and education of 
show jumpers.

Pedigree of the Morsink family
Team Morsink is a proper family-run business. Most of 
the time it´s Jos and Louis who decide together which 
mares are paired to which stallions, but other family 
members also get to have a say. One side of team Morsink 
consists of Jos and Agnes who live in Beuningen and are 
the parents of Gerben and Stefan. Gerben is the rider of 
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the family. He currently jumps at 3- and 4- star levels 
and dreams of progressing to 5-star level at some point 
in the future. Stefan is a farrier and the one who starts all 
horses under saddle. The other side of the team are Louis 
and his wife Jacqueline. Jacqueline is a veterinarian and 
she´s in charge of inseminating the mares. Louis and 
Jacqueline live in De Lutte and have three daughters: 
Veronique, Claudia and Elike. Veronique has already 
been to various ECs and this year started riding for the 
Young Riders. Claudia is competing in Junior events and 
Elike has just made the transition from ponies to horses. 
Last year she took part in the EC for ponies and during 
next year´s season she´ll make her debut in the Juniors.
De Lutte is home to the brood mares, it´s where all foals 
are born and where they grow up. In the year they turn 
two the horses are relocated to Beuningen which is just a 
quarter of an hour down the road. When the horses are 
three or four they are broken in by Stefan and next they 
are distributed between Gerben and his cousins.
Team Morsink breeds around four to five foals each year. 
Usually the mares are put in foal when still youngsters, 
but this may vary. ‘There´s always a risk involved. Mares 
can be a bit sensitive after foaling which might hold 
back their careers in the sport as opposed to those who 
haven´t produced a foal. In addition to their herd of 
130 dairy cows the Morsinks own 45 horses, all brood 
mares, foals and young stock included. The majority are 
home-bred but from time to time they purchase horses 
from external sources. ‘Since my cousins have grown 
more committed to riding I get two new young horses 
each year. More often than not we also buy one from 
others but that´s not always the case.’

Who is Chaqui Z?
Chaqui Z (Chacco Blue x Quinar Z) is a multinational. 
He has Dutch breeders, American owners and an Irish 
rider in the saddle. As a foal Chaqui Z oozed something 

special right from the start. ‘Chaqui Z was stunningly 
beautiful and inquisitive. His wonderful exterior and 
strong gallop made him stand out from the others. 
Besides that he also had very pleasing contact manners. 
The foals are always very affectionate thanks to the 
attention they get from my cousins. They spoil and 
pamper them all the time out in the field', Gerben laughs.
Brother Stefan was the first to climb into Chaqui Z´s 
saddle. ‘Stefan has a very calm approach to breaking in 
horses and he gives every horse the time it needs. It may 
take a month, maybe two. But Chaqui Z set a different 
pace, he was saddle-broken within three weeks. Stefan 
fixed it in a jiffy’, Gerben smiles. ‘Chaqui Z very quickly 
caught on to what was expected of him.’
With granddam Calina Z (Carthago Z x Nimmerdor) 
Gerben achieved Team Gold as well as Individual 
Silver in the Swiss place of Schaffhausen at the 2005 
EC for Juniors. ‘Calina Z used to have great fighting 
spirit, capacity and was very alert. The first time we 
saw Quinar Z (Quidam de Revel x Aloube Z) was in 
Zangersheide, when he was at his peak. We reckoned 
that in terms of conformation and personality he would 
be a great match for the feisty Calina Z. In my time with 
the Juniors I used to ride Calina Z and Persey, a superb 
Guidam descendant. Back then they were my two top 
horses. Guidam´s sire is Quidam de Revel. We were crazy 
about that blood and that led us to Quinar. Thrown 
into this we had already gathered fine experiences with 
Zangersheide stallions in the past because Carthago Z 
had given us good offspring (e.g. the Z-approved stallion 
Carthino Z who won silver with Gerben at the WC for 
7-year-olds in  Lanaken).’

Every breeder´s nightmare
From the combination Calina Z and Quinar emerged 
Quilina Z, who is Chaqui Z´s dam. His dam however, 
never went under saddle. Aged three she was covered by 

Proven sport genes: Grandfather Quinar has also earned his 

spurs in the sport.

Chacco Blue (Chambertin x Contender) which resulted 
in Chaqui Z. ‘We opted for Chacco Blue because he has 
such a fine canter. A wonderfully good-looking stallion 
we thought and reckoned this would be a good match.’ 
Quilina Z was inseminated again at the age of four but 
unfortunately both mare and foal died during the delivery. 
The foal was wrongly positioned and it happened in the 
middle of the night. The Morsinks hurried her off to the 
clinic but to no avail.
The Morsink´s system of name giving is done by 
combining one part of the sire´s name and one part of 
the dam´s, often using the suffix ‘ina’ or ‘ino’. So Chaqui 
Z is a combination of Chacco Blue and Quilina Z.

Chaqui’s life
Gerben and Chaqui Z have been a team since 2010. 
‘Right from the beginning Chaqui Z was a joy to ride, 
giving a good feeling in all paces and moving in a nice 
frame. He kept going in a steady rhythm so I never really 
needed to help him to keep up a good trot. With some 
horses the rider continually needs to fiddle around with 
aids to improve posture or paces but nothing of the sort 
was necessary with Chaqui Z.’
At the time when Gerben started riding Chaqui Z he had 
a class of three new, young novices. Along with those 
he was also riding Callisto Z, who is a descendant from 
their own stallion Carthino Z (Carthago Z x Amor). 

’Rapidash has a good overview , a great canter and is very cooperative’ - Gerben Morsink.

Chaqui Z jumped in every age category of the WC Finals.

’Everything in the arena comes easy to Chaqui Z’ - Gerben Morsink.
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Zangersheide and they are generally ahead of the game. 
Zangersheide was one of the first studbooks to carry 
out DNA testing by taking hair samples. They have an 
innovative approach and we like to see that in a studbook. 
It also helped that we have collected some good results 
at Zangersheide. We were convinced that Chaqui Z had 
so much quality that he deserved to be approved. After 
finding fine horses such as Quinar Z and Carthago Z we 
decided in favour of Zangersheide. Earlier we also had 
Carthino Z approved at Zangersheide.’
Chaqui Z and Gerben succeeded in qualifying for all 
finals of the World Championships for 5- and 6- and 
7-year olds! Only the jump-off in the 7-year-olds eluded 
them because of a time fault. ‘I still feel sorry that I never 
managed to carry off a rosette at the WC with Chaqui Z 
because he was so worthy of it. In the course of my career 
I have collected five WC podium places in Lanaken but 
never with Chaqui Z and that still hurts. Especially in 
the 7-year-olds he jumped like a song and then getting a 

never taken by surprise by a fence. He was always ready 
for it. That attitude makes it fantastically easy for a rider. 
He is ultra smart.’

‘When dealing with young horses, just passing from 
behind from one side to the other can easily freak them 
out. Never with Chaqui Z, he was always totally aware 
of the things going on around him and had very friendly 
manners to go with it. Chaqui Z is still a stallion. In 
the beginning he was quite calm and putting him next 
to mares or other stallions was never a problem. In the 
spring when he turned five he finally became aware that 
he´s a stallion. That livened him up a bit and he would 
occasionally roar out at competitions but he never did 
anything stupid or dangerous.’
Chaqui Z was approved at Zangersheide. ‘As a rule we 
register all our foals at Zangersheide. Only when buying 
new horses elsewhere we aren´t too particular about the 
studbook. We have always received the best of service at 

Then there was Cartaire Z (Carthago Z x Voltaire) 
who he rode up to 1.50m, the other two he produced 
up to 1.60m. Still, all along Chaqui Z stood out from 
the others. ‘All three were lovely horses, but I´ve always 
had a soft spot for Chaqui Z, he´s a special one. A lot 
depends on the click between rider and horse and we 

hit it off from the word go.’
‘Chaqui Z had a sound and harmonious build. He 
was doing so well that I started to love his looks 
even more’, Gerben laughs. Chaqui Z was simply 
picture-perfect. And on top of that his jumping 

also went really easy from the word go. ‘From 
the start he didn´t make many mistakes, at 
home or out competing he rarely knocked 
the odd pole down, always kept his focus. 

Chaqui Z was gifted with a good overview 
and was great at calculating the height of 
fences. At every turn he instantly knew 
which jump was next. Chaqui Z was 

Chaqui Z

‘Chaqui Z was never taken by surprise 

by a fence. He was always ready for it.’

At the WEF Chaqui Z won both the 

Nations Cup and the Grand Prix.

Right now Chaqui Z ranks among the world´s best.
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complete focus and something he has definitely inherited 
from his granddam Calina Z.’ 

Inevitable sale
After the WC 7-year-olds Gerben stayed in Chaqui Z´s 
saddle for a few months more but at the turn of the 
year he switched riders. The American Spy Coast Farm 
acquired Chaqui Z for Irish rider Shane Sweetnam. 
Selling Chaqui Z was definitely not something Team 
Morsink had considered at the start. ‘Everyone prefers 
to keep such horses for themselves because they are the 
ones that give you the most satisfaction. On the other 
hand it´s a fact that at some point a horse is equipped 
for the highest courses. He was ready for the great work 
and I had other young stock lining up for schooling. I 
couldn´t ignore those youngsters and back then I didn´t 
have any other cracks for the top jobs. Let´s face it, it´s 
not a realistic option to steam up to the highest level 

time-fault, that´s tough! His schooling was definitely up 
to par, he was so ready for the top ribbons. In the end 
we made eighth place and I remember saying to Mrs 
Melchior: ‘What a shame about that time-fault!’. But 
she countered: ‘You still have every reason to be satisfied 
because you have made it into the line-up again, haven´t 
you?’ That´s the moment I realised: ‘Yes, fair enough’. 
The whole time of the jump-off I was in the dumps, but 
at the prize-giving I could make a switch and think ‘This 
is also quite nice’.
Gerben was Chaqui Z’s rider from the first tentative 
jumps right up to his sale. Chaqui Z made it all easy. 
Extending the paces came as easy as shortening him 
back. He would find the fences by himself, occasionally 
checking them out a bit but never stopping. He had a 
huge heart and just kept on going. That was his way of 

‘It´s not a realistic option to steam up 

to the highest level with 

just one horse.’

‘In the course of my career I have 

collected five WC podium places in 

Lanaken but never with Chaqui Z and 

that still hurts.’

2 0 2 5  S U M M E R  E D I T I O N

2 0 2 5  S U M M E R  E D I T I O N2 0 2 5  S U M M E R  E D I T I O N
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They do however, differ in terms of conformation. 
Rapidash was gelded at a relatively early age which has 
certainly influenced the development of his build.’ A little 
while ago Rapidash came in fourth place at the two-
star event in Wierden. ‘I think he can jump just about 
everything. He wasn´t at all impressed by the course in 
Wierden, it was a walk in the park for him.’
With Rapidash I intend to move up the ladder to the 
top sport. Besides him I ride the 8-year-old Navarone 
Z (Nabab de Reve x Amor), also a wonderful jumper. 
Right now my training is geared towards making a 
flying start in the spring. If everything works out well 
I think there could be rich pickings next year.' Gerben 
presently starts Navarone Z in international two-star 
competitions. Navarone Z’s dam is Dakina Z who is 
great-granddam to Chaqui Z. ‘Basically, my intention is 
to progress to three-star, maybe even four- or five-star 
level. We´ll see. Next year Navarone Z is meant to jump 
1.50m and 1.60m courses.’

was an incredibly high vertical. It was at least 1.65m if 
not 1.70m. Then everything must work in your favour 
and in the final stage it just didn´t.’
For Gerben the whole EC event was a thrilling 
experience. ‘All you do is hope for things to go well. 
While I was walking the course I realised: ‘This is the top 
of the game, no doubt about it.’ It´s also very educating 
if you get a chance to just walk the course. It gives you a 
different perspective, you hear things, learn things. I can 
picture myself riding this kind of course some time, but 
only when everything works in my favour.’

The card of the sport
Gerben was yet again a participant in this year´s WC for 
Young Horses in Lanaken. In the 5-year-olds he started 
Nogalina Z (Numero Uno x Montender). She also has 
Calina Z for a granddam. In the 7-year-olds Gerben 
rode Rapidash, a Chaqui Z descendant out of a Lancelot 
mare. ‘Rapidash was bred by a friend of the family after 
we had given him the tip-off about Chaqui Z being so 
unique.' And again Gerben rode both horses into the WC 
Finals with the 5-year-old finishing in eleventh place. The 
7-year-old collected two mistakes on the double vertical 
along the grandstand.
Rapidash sports many characteristics Gerben knows 
come from Chaqui Z. ‘Rapidash too has this knack for 
overview, a great gallop and a cooperative personality. 

of sale it´s a real shame, but regrets?! Shane is totting up 
good results which in turn lends credit to our breeding. 
If these results hadn´t materialised we would have made 
the wrong choice. It´s as simple as that. The ultimate 
decision to sell is fuelled by the hope that the horse can 
hold his own among the top aces and he´s doing just that. 
We presently have a few promising youngsters coming 
up and it has enabled us to invest in our business. You 
always have to keep your focus on the future.’

EC Gothenburg
‘My wife and I have been on a trip to visit Shane and 
Chaqui Z at their home base in Florida. And we were 
present at the EC in Gothenburg to cheer them on. Every 
single person on his team is a fan of Chaqui Z´s so he´s 
getting the very best treatment and care. It feels really 
good to see how they are all chipping in to get the best 
out of Chaqui Z. They´re doing great. But that´s what 
you have to do, otherwise you wouldn´t be able to clock 
those results.’
A steady flow of good results in Florida over the winter 
period meant the odds were on for Shane Sweetnam and 
Chaqui Z for the upcoming EC. ‘In the competitions 
leading up to the EC they performed very consistently. 
The other members of the Irish team were also in a good 
flow. Before leaving for the EC we pondered whether 
we would simply go and see if good results were likely, 
we reckoned that the Irish team had fairly good cards. 
But first I wanted to make a bet with my nephew and 
said: ‘I´m confident they´re going to win Gold’. My 
nephew meticulously monitors the results of the best 
two hundred riders and their horses. He didn´t dare take 
the bet because he also thought they would grab Gold’, 
Gerben smiles.
‘Ultimately, success is always dictated by the moment, 
like ending up in fourth place as the Belgian team did. 
But we all agreed that it´s fantastic when everything 
works together and you win Gold.’ On the last day 
Shane was still on course for Individual Bronze. It was 
a pity but in both rounds of the final they acquired 
four penalties. ‘Chaqui Z got unlucky with two poles 
otherwise he might even have pocketed Gold! I had 
acquired a rider’s accreditation which allowed me a seat 
on the rider grandstand as well as access to walking 
the course. The fences in the individual EC Final were 
downright gigantic. Fence number two in the last round 

with just one horse. I know though, that it´s fantastic to 
own one great horse because many riders never ever get 
to ride such a top horse at all.
If back then I had owned the horses I have now it would 
have been a different story. Presently I´m riding the 
8-year-old Navarone Z (Nabab de Reve x Amor) and the 
7-year-old Rapidash (Chaqui Z x Lancelot). I then could 
have used those two to jump the qualifiers for the GP 
and could have saved Chaqui Z for the GP, or vice versa. 
Having several horses leaves more room to manoeuvre. 
That makes it easier to suss out what load a horse can 
deal with and use him accordingly.’
From the onset Chaqui Z lured the buyers in. Both at 
national and international events many people showed 
an interest, but the Morsinks weren´t too keen to sell. 
‘We kept thinking: No, this is not the right moment, or 
not a good match, or not the right people. We always 
wanted to keep Chaqui Z but at one given moment 
Shane (Sweetnam) paid us a visit with a friend of his and 
there was an immediate click. We saw it and Shane felt it. 
Then selling suddenly became a serious option and things 
went pretty fast. Shane was looking for a top horse to 
give his career an extra boost. He wanted a horse for the 
highest levels and that was exactly what we wanted to 
hear from a potential buyer. Chaqui Z was not the kind 
of horse to be used as a stand-in for the number one. 
I don´t think this would have entered anybody´s mind 
anyway, but if so then Chaqui Z´s performances would 
undoubtedly have triggered a change of mind so that 
he would be promoted to first horse', Gerben laughs. 
‘That´s him all over.’ 
‘Attaching a value to such a horse is not exactly rocket 
science. We are fairly clued-up to the market value of 
horses and he wasn´t the first good-quality horse we 
bred. It´s a matter of developing a feeling for what´s 
reasonable. That wasn´t the difficult part, the difficult 
part was the decision about letting him go or not.’

Regrets?
A horse like Chaqui Z is a boost for any rider’s career. 
‘For me personally the sale was a bit of a damper. He 
represented a ticket to the top ribbons and a chance 
to progress from two-star events to the pinnacle of the 
sport. Frankly, something like that isn´t going to work 
without such a horse and it´s not every year that we 
breed one like him. We obviously try our hardest to 
achieve it and always have high hopes. At the moment 

‘Shane Sweetnam and Chaqui Z had 

an instant click. 

We saw it and Shane felt it.’

EC Gold for Ireland thanks to three fault-free rounds by Chaqui Z.

’No WC podium place for Chaqui Z 

because of just one time fault  it still 

hurts’ - Gerben Morsink.
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naturally, Chaqui Z will always remain unique.’ At 
Twente University Gerben won a trophy for how he 
combined the sport with his studies. ‘When they came 
over to our yard to write an article the reporter asked me 
which horse I wanted to be photographed with. There 
was not a shadow of doubt for me and I promptly said: 
Chaqui Z!’

 ‘I´m reluctant to claim that Chaqui Z is the best horse we 
have ever bred or will breed. Zekina Z, a  Zandor Z out 
of Calina Z is also a phenomenal horse. With her I did 
manage to scoop medals at the WC for Young Horses, 
for instance Gold in the 6-year-olds and Bronze in the 
7-year-olds. She possessed tremendous fighting spirit 
and afterwards continued her successful international 
career under Jane Richard Philips. I hope we will 
succeed in breeding many more top-quality horses but 

‘Chaqui Z always toyed with the jumps. His first 60cm jump was a piece of cake 

for him and in the two-star GPs he still made it look like a walk in the park.’
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“Chaqui Z on course for next year´s World Equestrian Games” - Shane Sweetnam.
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Shane Sweetnam: ‘Chaqui Z has the X-Factor’

‘It´s his intelligence which gives Chaqui Z that special edge. 

He has a phenomenal brain.’

We retrace our steps back into time, to December 2013. 
Chaqui Z is seven years old and his excellent achieve-
ments at the World Championships for 5-, 6- and 7-year-
olds have caught the attention of many horse spotters. 
Chaqui Z also had a significant impact on Ronan Clarke, 
who is Shane Sweetnam´s agent. ‘He told me that 
Chaqui Z could be an interesting option for me. I was 
currently on the look-out for an extraordinary horse, 
one combining all qualities to become a Grand Prix 
horse’, Shane confides. ‘The horses that are required 
these days are extremely difficult to find. The ones with 
the special talents are far and few and up till now I have 
had more luck in Belgium and the Netherlands than any-
where else. When I tried Chaqui Z for the first time I 
was struck by how easy he was to ride. He has so much 
balance and quality. And he´s also very careful. I loved 
him from day one, he gives me a fantastic feeling.’

It was crystal-clear that Chaqui Z and Shane Sweetnam 
would become a good match. Robert and Lisa Lourie 
from Spy Coast Farm purchased him and Shane 
Sweetnam had found his horse of the future. After a 
spell in quarantine Chaqui Z was relocated to Florida. ‘At 
the start we didn´t challenge him with high courses but 
a bit later we went to Kentucky where he got a taste 
of 1.45m classes. Next came Spruce Meadows with a 
couple of 1.50m courses. During that first year Chaqui 
Z´s training was aimed at preparing him for future GPs. 
Aged eight Chaqui Z won the New Albany Classic, a 
true classic in the American circuit. He became more 
mature and continued to develop well. Chaqui Z un-
questionably achieved his best results so far in this last 
year. He won the Nations Cup as well as the four-star 
GP of the Winter Equestrian Festival in Wellington. At 
the EC in Gothenburg they also scooped the Team Gold 
and finished individually in eighth place. This leads to 
the one conclusion: Right now Chaqui Z is one of the 
world´s best horses.

‘At the EC in Gothenburg Chaqui Z and I ended just 
one pole away from a podium place. That´s the sport. 
Chaqui Z kept a clear record for three days and he also 
jumped exceedingly well during the last two rounds in 
the final. In both final rounds the scoreboard revealed 
four penalties but still Chaqui Z´s jumping was phe-
nomenal. These were tough courses. Cian O’Conner 
also knocked down two poles that week and he won 
Bronze. He had a knock-down on the first day and then 
you have to resort to speed. The margins are tiny at this 
level. Many riders who made it into the top ten could 
just as easily have won podium places. It was a won-
derful experience. In the sport a healthy dose of luck is 
also a factor. I cannot say I had reason to complain, I 
was over the moon with the performances Chaqui Z put 
on show that week.’

‘It´s his intelligence which gives Chaqui Z that special 
edge. He has a phenomenal brain. Top horses need 
courage and fighting spirit to be able to time and time 
again give everything they have for their riders. Chaqui 
Z has the will power to perform. He has the X-Factor, 
just that what turns people into stars. His performanc-
es over the past year are testimony as to how good he 
is. Chaqui Z has talent and quality in abundance.

He´s definitely one of my favourites but I couldn´t say 
he´s my top favourite. That would be like choosing 
which child you love the most. I have the good fortune 
of always being surrounded by good horses. My horses 
deserve to be treated equally and with respect, espe-
cially when I consider how much they do for me.’

The World Equestrian Games are scheduled to take 
place in Tryon, in the northern part of America, in 
September 2018. ‘It would be great if we could be on 
the winning team again, but winning a medal is going 
to be our main goal', Shane concludes.

‘The ones with the special talents are far and few and up till now I have had 

more luck in Belgium and the Netherlands than anywhere else.’

“I´m over the moon with Chaqui Z” - Shane Sweetnam.


